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Chapter 1

Solnhofen, Southern  
Germany, 5 April 1877

Anna Bella Nor was dreaming she had unearthed Archaeopteryx, 
the earliest and most primitive bird known. The excavation was in 
its sixth week, a fine layer of soil had long since embedded itself into 
everyone’s faces and the mood had hit rock bottom. Friedemann 
von Molsen, the leader of the excavation, was the only one still in 
high spirits. Every morning when Anna staggered out of her tent, 
sleepy and shivering in the cold, von Molsen would be sitting by the 
fire, drinking coffee; the congealed oatmeal in the pot proving he 
had cooked and eaten his breakfast long ago. Anna was fed up with 
oatmeal, fed up with dirt, fed up with kneeling on the ground that 
only revealed bones that were, of course, interesting in their own 
right, but were too young to be the reason she studied biology, and 
most definitely not the reason she was spending six weeks of her 
precious summer vacation living in such miserable conditions. The 
year was 1877 and, at this point in her dream, Anna got the distinct 
feeling something didn’t add up. She was wearing her quilted army 
jacket and thick furry boots with rubber soles, but Friedemann von 
Molsen didn’t seem the least bit surprised, even though he had a 
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2 S.J. Gazan

pipe in his mouth and was wearing a three-piece corduroy suit with 
a pocketwatch and a wool cap that rested on his ears.

They were in Solnhofen, north of Munich, and in addition to Anna 
and von Molsen, the group consisted of two local porters, two other 
postgraduate students, and von Molsen’s brandy-colored retriever 
bitch, whose name also happened to be Anna Bella; a truly irritat-
ing detail in the dream. While they plodded across the same ridge 
as yesterday, von Molsen told anecdotes. His stories weren’t particu-
larly amusing and, by now, Anna had heard them so many times that 
she no longer derived any pleasure from having been dropped into a 
time in history in which any natural scientist would give their right 
arm to experience. Whenever von Molsen was about to speak, he 
would snatch his pipe from his mouth and point it in the direction of 
England. It was Darwin who had upset his sense of order.

In the 1870s Darwin’s theory of evolution was starting to gain 
a foothold, but the mechanism that caused species to evolve was 
a matter of huge controversy, and though it fascinated von Mol-
sen, he categorically dismissed Darwin’s theory that evolution was 
driven by natural selection. When his feelings ran high, von Molsen 
would call Darwin a “stickleback.” Anna failed to see how a stickle-
back could be the worst term of abuse von Molsen could imagine.

At the start of the expedition Anna had challenged von Molsen’s 
argument, and this was how his interest in her had originated. Von 
Molsen was a man who encouraged curiosity toward the phenom-
ena of natural science, and it was perfectly reasonable, he declared, 
to play devil’s advocate in order to provoke a stimulating debate. 
This, on the proviso that one didn’t seriously believe that in a few 
decades the stickleback’s hypothesis would be accepted as common 
sense; that all living organisms, mice and men, birds and beetles, 
had evolved from the same starting point and that differences 
in their individual morphology, physiology, and behavior were 
entirely the result of adaptation and competition. “What would be 
the consequence of that?” von Molsen had demanded and pointed 
abruptly at Anna with his pipe, but before she had time to reply, he 
answered his own question.
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 The Dinosaur Feather 3

“The conclusion,” he declared, cheerfully, “would be that the 
genome wasn’t a constant. It could be changed and no one would be 
able to predict what would cause it to change. As if everything, life 
and nature, was entirely random and unplanned. The whole busi-
ness is insane!”

During an already notorious lecture at Oxford University, Dar-
win had recently argued that the vast gaps in fossil evidence for 
birds existed solely because such fossils had yet to be discovered. 
Once they were found, and this was purely a matter of time, the 
evolutionary game of patience would come out and it would be 
obvious to everyone, as it already was to Darwin and his supporters, 
that the driving force behind evolution was the process of natural 
selection. The man must be mad, von Molsen had exclaimed, and 
looked sharply at Anna.

The conversation had occurred on the fifth day of the expedi-
tion by which time Anna had already gained a reputation for being 
something of a chess wizard. They played on a small board with 
horn pieces, which von Molsen had conjured up from the left-hand 
pocket of his jacket, opposite the one in which he kept his pipe, and 
he balanced the board on his right thigh. Anna had slipped up when, 
in an attempt to support Darwin’s views, she had mentioned a fossil 
that wouldn’t be discovered for another seventy-four years, and had, 
in order to cover up her gaffe, dug herself into an even bigger hole 
by citing the feathered dinosaur from China, which two Chinese 
paleontologists would find and describe 124 years into the future. 
At this point, von Molsen had become so outraged that he acciden-
tally knocked his own queen off the board. Anna felt like banging 
her head against one of the tent poles. “We’re talking serious science 
here, not tomfoolery and nonsense,” von Molsen had sneered as he 
picked up his queen. Anna gave up. After all, it was just a dream.

From that day onward Anna’s mood had gone steadily down-
hill and this morning when von Molsen, in an exuberant state of 
mind, started gesticulating toward England with his pipe, Anna 
decided that, as far as she was concerned, the excavation was over. 
She would return to Munich, eat a decent meal, then take the train 
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4 S.J. Gazan

back to Berlin and from there travel home to Copenhagen. She 
rubbed her eyes and tried to wake up, but the wind swept heed-
lessly across the Bavarian plain and von Molsen had turned ninety 
degrees north and reinserted his pipe. In the distance Anna saw a 
hare rise onto its hind legs to sniff the air before it disappeared into 
the scrub. She sighed.

During the day, when Anna was awake, the year was 2007, and 
she was enrolled in the master of science program at the College of 
Natural Science at the University of Copenhagen, more specifically 
at the department of Cell Biology and Comparative Zoology at the 
Institute of Biology, where she had spent the past year writing her 
dissertation on a scientific controversy which had been running for 
more than 150 years. Were birds present-day dinosaurs or did they 
originate from an even earlier primitive reptile? She had just handed 
in her dissertation and her dissertation defense was in two weeks.

Scientific controversies were par for the course. People had 
argued whether the Earth was flat or round, whether man was 
related to the apes, the status of the Milky Way compared to the 
rest of the universe, with a fervor that ceased the moment sufficient 
evidence became available. The earth is round, man is a primate, 
and the Milky Way does mainly consist of red stars. However, the 
controversy surrounding the origins of birds appeared to be differ-
ent. It rumbled on, even though, scientifically speaking, there was 
nothing left to discuss.

Von Molsen relit his pipe and the sweet tobacco aroma tickled 
Anna’s nostrils. Someone started to make coffee. She could see and 
hear Daniel, one of the other students, clatter with a saucepan while 
he said something to von Molsen and hitched up his trousers, which 
tended to fall down. Daniel had been fairly chubby five weeks ago 
when the excavation began, but since then he had lived on the same 
food as everyone else: beans, oatmeal, cabbage, and coffee. Anna 
suspected that Daniel secretly questioned von Molsen’s dismissal 
of natural selection. The day she had debated it with von Molsen 
and had completely shot herself in the foot by referring to the two 
as yet undiscovered fossils, she had exchanged glances with Daniel, 
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 The Dinosaur Feather 5

who was standing a little further away pretending to secure a couple 
of guy ropes, and she thought she had detected something in his 
eyes. Something that told her he had genuine doubts as to whether 
Darwin’s theory of natural selection was really as far-fetched as the 
older established scientists of the day were claiming.

Anna understood entirely why the new concept of evolution 
seemed unimaginable. For centuries the broad consensus had been 
that God had personally created every animal and plant and that the 
mouse and the cat, the beech and the maple were no more related 
than the desert and the firmament or the sun and the dew on the 
grass. Everything was God’s work and one creature couldn’t simply 
evolve into another, nor could animals and plants become extinct 
unless it was God’s wish to remove the species in question from pro-
duction. As far as birds were concerned, it therefore didn’t follow 
that the sparrow was related to the starling, the flamingo, the shear-
water, or any other bird, or that birds as a group were related to each 
other or to dinosaurs or reptiles or any other animal. They had been 
put on Earth, aerodynamic and fully developed, by God. Voilà.

The theory of evolution broke completely with the doctrine 
that the Earth and all its organisms had been created by one divine 
being, and this was a huge challenge: how could people suddenly 
accept that evolution happened by itself, without God’s influence, 
just like that?

The dream continued. The sun was now high above Solnhofen. After 
a quick consultation about today’s tasks and a cup of coffee as black 
as tar, they all got to work. Anna’s area was a gentle slope behind the 
rest of the team, and she had only to raise her head to see where the 
others were and what they were doing. The lithographic limestone 
slab spread out beneath her like a huge blackboard. She scraped, 
eased away a couple of layers, brushed sand and soil aside, coaxed 
the earth; she took off her jacket and pushed up her sleeves. An iso-
lated gust of wind from the south forced her to close her eyes to avoid 
the dust. When she opened them again and looked down, she saw 
the fossil. The wind had removed nearly all the excess material, and 
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6 S.J. Gazan

though another two layers needed to be removed before the crea-
ture would lie fully revealed, there was no mistaking it. Beneath her, 
bathed in the light from a yellow sun, lay Archaeopteryx Lithograph-
ica, one of the world’s most precious fossils. It was slightly smaller 
than a present-day hen and had one wing beautifully unfurled. In 
this respect the dream was a bit of a cheat, she thought, because she 
instantly knew what she had discovered. She recognized the small 
bird from hundreds of photos; only two weeks ago, in the vertebrate 
collection at the Natural History Museum, she had been studying the 
impression—which the Germans had reluctantly allowed a Danish 
paleontologist to make—of the Berlin Specimen, as Archaeopteryx 
Lithographica was known. She recognized the flight feathers, which 
lay like perfectly unfurled lamella against the dark background, she 
saw the relatively large tail feather, the wondrously faultless location 
of the rear and front limbs and the arched position of its flawlessly 
formed skull, which made this specimen superior to anything else 
discovered so far. In 1861, the newly discovered London Specimen 
had been sold to the British Natural History Museum for £700. Now 
Anna had uncovered one of the ten most beautiful and significant 
fossils in the world: the Berlin Specimen.

Her instinctive reaction was to punch the air and cry out in 
triumph to von Molsen, who was standing some distance away in 
deep thought, holding his pipe, but what she needed now was a 
plan. Anna had to beckon von Molsen in a manner that made it 
clear she had stumbled across something extraordinary, while si-
multaneously sounding sufficiently vague in her conclusion so von 
Molsen wouldn’t get the impression that she already knew what she 
had found. That would surely make him suspicious.

Von Molsen turned around instantly when she called him and 
came toward her with reverence. When he reached her, he knelt 
down by the excavation and stared for a long time at the fossilized 
animal that was emerging. Carefully, he worked on the last two lay-
ers of the limestone sediment, whereupon, with great awe, he traced 
the perfect body of the small bird with his finger. Anna knew that 
the bird was 150 million years old.
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 The Dinosaur Feather 7

“Well done, my girl,” he said. When he turned to look at her, she 
noticed that one of his eyes was almost purple. Her find had shaken 
him to his core.

“Mom?”
Von Molsen laid his pipe on the ground, took out his magnifying 

glass and, right at this point when Anna absolutely didn’t want the 
dream to end, it started to dissolve.

“Mom, I want to get into your bed,” a little voice pleaded. Anna 
clenched her fists and woke up in Copenhagen.

The light in her bedroom was dim. Lily was standing next to the 
bed, in her onesie, with a soaked diaper, which Anna Bella grabbed 
hold of as she swung the child into her bed. Lily snuggled up to her. 
It wasn’t even six o’clock yet. Pale, white dawn light was starting to 
creep in, but it would be another half hour, at least, before any objects 
would be visible. Her sheets were freshly washed and felt crisp.

A figure was standing between the window and the door to the 
living room. It was Friedemann von Molsen. She couldn’t see his 
face, but she recognized the broad-brimmed felt hat he wore against 
the merciless sun. Anna’s heart pounded inside her ribcage. She 
wanted him to disappear. Von Molsen watched her silently, just as 
lifelike as he had been in her dream.

“If I wait long enough,” she told herself, “the light will make him 
go away.”

She knew she must be imagining this. She had to be. And yet she 
saw him just as clearly in the gray dawn as she saw the tall dresser 
next to the door, the green vase on top of it, and the silhouette from 
the lilies she had bought yesterday and put in the vase.

Later, when she looked back at this morning, she knew exactly 
what von Molsen was.

He was an omen.
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